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Many previous studies have established that a sedentary
lifestyle is associated with the risks of disease incidence
as well as mortality (1-3). In fact, the World Health
Organization (WHO) considered physical inactivity as a
leading factor for global mortality (4). In 2013, the WHO
proposed the Global Action Plan [2013–2020], aiming to
prevent and control noncommunicable diseases; one of the
targets is to reduce 10% of relative prevalence of insufficient
physical activity by 2025 (5). This is in consideration of the
threat from physical inactivity as well as a high prevalence
of physical inactivity and sedentary behaviors (6,7), but
also in addition to strong evidence suggesting that the risks
of incidence (8) and mortality (9,10) can be reduced by
decreasing sedentary time especially when physical activity
is improved.
For physical inactivity, useful and sustainable interventions,
especially ones that are scalable and applicable to a wide
range of audiences, are rare. Recent study has indicated
that using digital devices with exercise-related games may
increase physical activity (11). As one of the most popular
mobile games of all time (12), Pokémon GO maintained
an estimated 147 million monthly active users as of May
2018 (13), achieved more than a billion downloads by
early 2019 (14), and brought in $1.4 billion of revenue in
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2019, which ranked sixth among free-to-play games (15).
Through catching Pokémon, this location-based
augmented reality (AR) mobile game encourages players
to “explore real locations and search far and wide” (16).
Because of this feature, as well as its wide popularity around
the world, whether the game can improve physical activity
is of great interest in society.
Accordingly, some related studies have been subsequently
conducted and published since the game’s release. A recent
systematic review and meta-analysis has summarized the results
from 16 observational studies and one pre-post study (17).
In this review study, the time interval for publication
search is from July 2016 to October 2018, involving eight
databases. Through comparing Pokémon GO players vs.
non-players, and pre- vs. post-play time points, the authors
concluded that playing Pokémon GO was associated
with decreasing sedentary behaviors, as well as increasing
walking duration, walking distance and number of steps per
day. Some newly published studies after October 2018 also
provide evidence of improving physical activity by Pokémon
GO (18,19), except one study found that greenway
Pokémon GO players may have more stopping and slower
pace of walking compared to greenway non-Pokémon GO
players (20).
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In addition to the increase in physical activity, some
Pokémon GO studies found other positive impacts. Playing
Pokémon GO may lessen psychological distress (21) and
increase life satisfaction and vitality, with better family
social interactions and community-building (22,23). Playing
Pokémon GO may also influence young adolescents’
cognitive performance and emotional intelligence,
characterized by higher degrees of selective attention,
concentration levels and sociability levels, compared to their
peers (24).
The aforementioned benefits to some extent help
us understand how Pokémon GO motivates players to
continually engage in the game. Similar to other games,
fun or enjoyment is a common incentive for continuously
playing Pokémon GO (25-30). Game motivation could
also be explained by the perception that individual wellbeing may result from game experiences via satisfying
psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and
relatedness, according to the self-determination theory
(31,32). Actually, Pokémon GO provides a platform
for players to perceive these needs and thus to improve
enjoyment through customized avatars, collection and
reward system, as well as social feedback from both online
and offline interactions with other players (22,23,28,33). A
nostalgic feeling from Pokémon fans who love Pokémon
movies/serials or previous Pokémon games may also
motivate them to try Pokémon GO (34-36) and sustain the
engagement in the game (25,26). To attract players’ active
interaction and involvement, the game developer has been
introducing new Pokémon and developing new functions
continually such as the Raid Hours, monthly Community
Day, the Trading System and the Buddy System, as well as
the Go Battle League, during which players earn attractive or
exclusive rewards from the game like rare Pokémon (e.g., shiny
Pokémon) appearing more frequently on the map or being
caught from doing raids. Such new features may further satisfy
players’ psychological needs.
However, limitations in most of the current Pokémon
GO studies should be acknowledged. Same as mentioned
in previous commentaries (37,38), the main limitation is
still the short-term period of follow-up. In other words, the
sustainable, long-run effects of Pokémon GO on improving
health remain untested. We take the improvement of
physical activity as an example, which normally requires
sustainability to achieve. Although admitting the impact of
Pokémon GO on improving players’ physical activity, some
studies have found that the changed volume of physical
activity compared to the baseline gradually declined over
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the research period among players (34,39,40), and that
the statistically significant difference in physical activity
between players and non-players disappeared after a certain
period of game release or installation (19,41). Studies also
found that some players reduced time spent on the game
or even quit the game during study period (29,42,43). In a
sense, dropping out is reasonable if players get bored, lose
interest, or feel a lack in time (28,35,44). Accordingly, a
short-term follow-up period in the current Pokémon GO
studies reflects the concern of how playing Pokémon GO
can influence players’ health in a long-term period (37,38),
especially when maintaining players’ active engagement is
still required after initial novelty from the game disappears.
Secondly, the study design of most of these studies is
observational (cross-sectional or cohort study), where there
is a lack of sufficient ability to infer a causal relationship
between Pokémon GO and some health benefits identified.
Accordingly, further studies with a longer period of followup and based on experimental study design are warranted,
in order to better understand the influence of Pokémon GO
on health.
Specific to the limitations of Pokémon GO studies on
physical activity, recall bias might occur when studies use
self-report questionnaires rather than mobile pedometer
software, to evaluate daily steps. When using mobile
pedometer software, however, study investigators should be
cautious about the step results as well because some players
would use cheat methods like a shaker to “increase” their
weekly step results in order to earn better weekly rewards
from the game. In this situation, those step results in
research may be artificially inflated, so that the comparison
results of steps between players and non-players may be
biased. Furthermore, a lack of sampling representativeness
might occur as well because most of the current studies
involve a small sample size or focus on a certain population
group like college students, influencing the generalizability
to the whole population.
Adverse effects of Pokémon GO should be of concern.
Current studies indicated that Pokémon GO could lead to
traumatic injuries. A major risk to players is the potential
for falls or traffic injuries occurring due to playing the game
while walking, cycling, or driving; this is because players
become distracted by the game and may ignore surrounding
hazards (45,46). However, some studies concluded that
most players may still be safe while playing the game:
severe injuries account for 10.7% of all adverse events
among Pokémon GO players, consistent to other light-tomoderate outdoor physical activities (47). The incidence rate
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of fatal traffic injuries is very low, sitting at 0.017 deaths per
million (48). Instead of traumatic injuries, the most
common adverse events among Pokémon GO players are
musculoskeletal or skin injuries (68.0%) (47). Therefore,
Pokémon GO may cause similar health injuries, illness and
disorders as other video games or physical activities. The
most common video-game-related injuries from motiontracking video games are pain syndromes and repetitive
strain injuries (RSI) (49). RSI mostly involves hand and
upper extremity injuries, such as blistering of the thumb and
fingers, as well as soreness of the forearms and shoulders.
Smartphone games like Pokémon GO, in particular, place
the thumbs at higher risk of injury since most of those games
require thumb-based input on smartphone keyboards, which
may easily lead to pain syndromes and RSI. Therefore,
further Pokémon GO research on RSI seems interesting
and relevant to the players. Furthermore, Pokémon GO
may also induce psychological and behavioral disorders,
like seizure and addiction (49). Apart from these, we also
hold concern about the potential risk in the context of
the emerging COVID-19 pandemic since Pokémon GO
encourages players to exercise outdoors and interact with
players in communities.
In conclusion, current studies based on Pokémon GO
offer some valuable insight and discussion on the effects of
game-based mhealth programs as a way to impact physical,
psychological, and social well-being. Pokémon GO, as a
widely popular, marketed product, can be seen as a potential
indication to solve some health issues, especially given the
growing sedentary lifestyles in the world. The success of
Pokémon GO can lend a lesson to the current and future
mhealth programs about how they can leverage existing
popular culture and population interests to achieve health
results. Especially given the present COVID-19 pandemic
during which social distancing policies have been practised
in countries, such game-driven interventions could also play
a role in offering incentives for people to keep physically
active in a home environment. Ring Fit Adventure for
Nintendo Switch might be a good example, which integrates
workout routines into its virtual game world; however, we
expect more affordable and accessible interventions via
using more general digital devices to promote physical
activity and maintain well-being. These innovations
including Pokémon GO for mhealth may provide more
ways to consider the current health problem not just as a
topic in academia, but a combination of behavior, market
forces, and cultural influences. Therefore, it is important to
promote further studies and health solutions that combine
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and transcend different disciplines to improve public health.
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